Kaivac No-Touch Cleaning Versatile Accessories
®

Kaivac has developed a number
of excellent cleaning aids and
accessories that, when coupled
with a No-Touch cleaning machine,
allow you to clean just about any
surface or area throughout an entire
building. These versatile accessories
not only improve productivity and
expand cleaning capabilities, but
they can also stretch your budget by
eliminating the need for additional
equipment.

Squeegee Options

Spray Tools
Standard Spray Gun

10" Squeegee Head

Replacement spray gun
for all No-Touch Cleaning
systems.

Reduced-size vacuum/
squeegee head for hard to
reach tight and narrow areas.

KaiGrouter™

14.5" Low Profile
Squeegee Head

The KaiGrouter utilizes a high
pressure spray to blast away
difficult grout build up while
simultaneously extracting
soils and solution.

Standard-sized vacuum/
squeegee head without
brushes for maximum
clearance.

Gatling Gun Pistol

Spray gun featuring a
specialized nozzle for a
powerful rotary spray
pattern to blast and loosen
embedded soils.

Visit www.kaivac.com/tools for more
information on these and other
No-Touch Cleaning® accessories.
14.5 Squeegee Brush Head

Vacuum/squeegee head with integrated bristled floor
brush eliminates time wasted changing tools while
cleaning floors.

Gatling Gun Lance

Spray gun featuring an extended lance and specialized
nozzle for a powerful rotary spray pattern. Perfect for
blasting tough soils at point-blank range.

Gatling Gun Grouter
28" Squeegee Head
www.kaivac.com
(800) 287-1136

The patent-pending 28-inch wide-area squeegee head
is designed for high-speed wet vacuuming of large
floor areas. Available with and without brush.

Low-cost, high-speed rotary
nozzle delivers the power of
a truck mount on a portable
Kaivac No-Touch Cleaning
system.
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Carpet Matting & Upholstery Storage & Trash
Carpet Extractor

Transform your system into a
CRI (Carpet and Rug Institute)
Silver-rated carpet extractor.
Includes dual spray nozzles
for deep industrial carpet
cleaning and water removal.

Tote Bag

Large capacity, heavy duty bag
carries tools and supplies. Holds
up to two dozen standard rolls
of toilet paper.

Dry Vacuuming
DryVac™

DryVac makes No-Touch
Cleaning even more
convenient and cost
effective, eliminating the
need to purchase or transport
an additional vacuum cleaner.

Shelved Supply Bag

Durable nylon bag includes
3 shelves for supply and tool
storage. For KV1250 only.

DryAuto™
Trash Bag

Upholstery Tool

Spot clean irregular upholstered surfaces such as
furniture and carpets with this quick-connecting
accessory.

Heavy duty nylon bag holds
up to 55 gallon trash liners
and contains multiple pockets
for tool/supply storage. For
KV1250 only.

Carpet Extraction Shoe
14.5" head is perfect for
extracting moisture and soils
from entrance matting and
for spot cleaning carpet.
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Trash Compactor & Can

This wide-area dry vacuum
tool eliminates the need for
dust mopping and improves
indoor air quality.

KaiTurbine™

Air-driven beater bar powered
by vacuum airflow, not
electricity.

Vacuum-powered Trash Compactor reduces trash
volume by half or more. Shown here, Compactor
Wand with Can, One Twist Tie Canister and Holster.
Patent pending.
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